welcome to the city
a nearby bombing
celestia-skype-calls-tara
strong-with-a-dial-up
connection[koko-likes-filters
mix]
anyways here's wonderwall
Piano roll - riff machine
Tracklisting
1. Intro
2. Welcome to the City
3. Yank
4. A Nearby Bombing
5. The End
6. Midtro 1
7. Celestia Skype Calls Tara Strong Using a Dialup Connection (Kako likes Filters Mix)
8. Midtro 2
9. Death March 4 Ur Earbuds
10. Gala
11. Sorrow
12. Karrmavhk
13. Creativity is Dead (McMangosxDaftpunkxPsyxKako)
14. Anyway Here's Wonderwall (KnifepartyxOasisxKako)
15. A Beatbox Session
16. Riff Machine
17. Untitled #5
The Minimix (Tracks 18, 19, & 20)
Minimix Tracks:
1. Professional Griefers - deadmau5 feat. Gerald Way
2. Anger - D-Mode-D
3. Believe in UR BUTT - Renard
4. Dragon Whips His Tail - Quick Brown Fox
5. Look at my Butt - 44k
6. Thru the Walls - Death Grips
7. New World Order - IntaesDrugs Feat. Gold Midas
8. Sonic Gets Pissed On - 3lixar
9. You might think he loves you... - Death Grips

Thanks to: Mikey [solarfalldenver.bandcamp.com] and Ren [lapfoxtrax.com] for inspiring my music!

Thanks to: Amber [3lixar.tumblr.com], Jared [ayylmao.com] and all of the other people that I follow on tumblr for inspiring my Aesthetics.
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